Editorial

Curriculum Improvement: Who Participates?
HO should participate in im
proving the curriculum? To the
modern democratic educator, the an
swer does not seem to be difficult. All
who are affected should participate.
Parents and other members of the lay
public, teachers and administrators,
children and youth. So it seems that
our question is answered. You need
read this issue no further.
. But if the answer is as easy as this,
why isn't the curriculum everywhere
throughout the nation improved
rough the participation of all af
fected? What should be done every.where seems clear enough. Follow the
principles of good group process. Have
everybody in for study and agreement.
Carry out the mandate of all. Selahl
the result is curriculum change sup
ported by everyone.
This happens mostly in Fairyland.
Why?

the participants' feeling secure while
afloat on the risky seas of group con
sideration.
The people who must come to accept
and live by such principles, if agree
ment is to be achieved, come from
highly varied economic, social, reli
gious, and political backgrounds in an
age of anxiety and in a culture in con
flict. They perceive each other quite
differently. Their personality patterns
are deeply set.
Impossible, then, to achieve roads to
agreement? Not at all. As American
folksay puts it, in this country the
impossible just takes a little longer to
achieve. Not impossible. But not easy
either. Not to be exorcised by the voodooism of a single socio-drama at the
opening of a conference, useful as
spcio-drama is.
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Plenty of People Are
Included in "All"

The Road to Agreement
IB Rocky

If all who are affected should take
part, everyone in the school community
should be in on the improvement pro
gram. Here's a tough one too. Every
one is quite a few people, even in
Crossroads, U.S.A., as well as in a Los
Angeles or New York City area sur
rounding a school. If we settle for
representatives, there is a problem of
proper balance among groups. If we
settle for samples, there is a problem of
achieving a fair sample. Granted that
fair representation can be achieved,
many who are affected will be left out.
Without personal participation in
planning, they may feel uninvolved
and may regard their representation as
merely nominal.
But assume we ran get fair repre-

Successful group work is a difficult
business. Many group members have
difficulty in accepting and even more
difficulty in living by the basic prin
ciples of group process. Stuart Chase
lummarized these principles well in
Roads to Agreement. Successful agree
ment involves genuine participation
with everyone getting into the act.
It involves the release of group energy
into constructive channels. It involves
clear communication among all and
a mutual understanding of semantics
and logical traps. It involves willing
ness to consider the facts first, as in
the scientific method, despite thirst
for theoretical controversy. It involves
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sentation in planning sessions and,
through ingenuity in reporting back
and through use of instruments, some
involvement of many others in a more
distant and a less personal relationship.
Assume planning sessions use group
processes skillfully. Many agreements
and shared actions will result. But
agreement by all on everything is un
likely in as diverse a society as America.
Should total agreement be insisted
upon as a prerequisite to action?
Though the democratic and peaceable
Quakers answer yes, some students of
group action fear that the price of total
agreement may be too high. The price
may be long periods of inaction while
the disagreement waits in the freezer,
cooling off. Or the disagreement may be
irreconcilable, as a democrat's differ
ence in ideology from the authoritarianism called communism. Or the price
may be obfuscation of real differences,
specious agreement on generalities,
with "operators" then free to interpret
supposed consensus as they will. So
some regard total agreement as strict
ly for the totalitarians.
The Question of Highest
Loyalty

The knottiest problem of all may be
the proper responsibilities and relation
ships of those who make up "all who
are affected." Specifically, what are the
responsibilities and relationships of the
professionals and the public? Who de< ides what? Discussion of this is usually
between those who compare education
to medicine and those who say that
education should follow public man
dates.
Those who use the medical analogy
argue that educators, like doctors,
must diagnose and treat rather than
have laymen prescribe, else what avail
the carefid training and practical ex
perience of the specialist? Those who
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urge following popular mandates say
that since the schools belong to the
people, educators should assume leader
ship yet always recognize that decisionmaking in education, all the way from
broad-policy making to decisions on
technical details of teaching phonics,
belongs to the people. This latter posi
tion usually includes a democratic
faith that the people will study the
facts, will support full and free in
quiry, and will judge well.
But another dimension should enter
this discussion of responsibilities and
relationships of the professionals and
the public. The attempts to capture
man's mind through capturing his
children's schools never cease. Sup
pose the people of community X not
a minority but whatever you usually
mean when you say the people de
cide to reject free inquiry. Suppose the
people of community X want indoc
trination of a set of not-to-be-examined
but claimed-to-be-good answers on cer
tain economic, social, religious, or
political issues. Yet the educators in
school leadership positions in com
munity X believe that there can be no
freedom without freedom of the mind
and consequently support the method
of intelligence. The people of com
munity X reject freedom of inquiry.
The educational leadership of com
munity X regards freedom of inquiry as
fundamental. What, then, is the mod
ern democratic educator's highest loy
ally? What shoidd a man do? (Or.
reversing the question, suppose the edu
cational leadership of community X,
not the people, rejects free inquiry and
sponsors some claimed-to-be-good im
position?)
Valid But Not Easy

Frederick Lewis Alien is responsible
for the immortal statement, "Every
thing is more complicated than it seems
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to most people." Apparently this ap
plies to improving the curriculum
through the participation of all. The
easy answer, "All who are affected
should participate," remains valid. But
it doesn't remain easy. And it doesn't
answer some related problems.

So maybe you should read this issue,
alter all.
WILLIAM VAN TIL, chairman, Divi
sion of Curriculum and Teaching,
George Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tennessee, and chairman,
ASCD Publications Committee.

Parents and Staff Cooperate
in System-Wide Improvement
MAURICE R. AHRENS
Frequently, as the individual school attempts to develop an in
structional program to meet its unique needs, evidence appears that
its efforts are not coordinated with those of other schools within
the system. In Corpus Christi, this problem is being met through
system-wide coordination between the Curriculum Council and the
Parents Council.
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HERE have probably been as
many attempts to involve teachers,
parents and students in curriculum im
provement as there are schools. The
approach to this important activity
has varied greatly from "selling" and
"telling" to genuine attempts to in
volve all three groups at the "grass
roots" level in every step and proce
dure of curriculum development.
No more than a quarter of a century
ago educators conceded to experts the
right to determine the curriculum.
Specialists in subject fields wrote text
books which even today largely set the
pattern for what is taught in the class
room. Experts wrote courses of study
which teachers tried to carry out ver
batim. Following this era school sys
tems began to involve small commit
tees of teachers in developing courses
of study, which were usually inflexible
and based upon content found in text
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books. A more recent improvement
over the course of study is the teaching
guide which provides help in methods
of teaching and more flexibility of con
tent. Both the course of study and
teaching guide are based upon the as
sumption that a small group of teach
ers can become experts and pass on
their expertncss to teachers through
written communications.
There are obviously many problems
which arise when curricula are de
veloped through procedures indicated
above. Most significant of all is that
such procedures largely ignore the
wealth of experience and background
of teachers, parents and students which
are so important in planning and de
veloping modern, life-experience cur
ricula. Not infrequently, teachers are
unable to use effectively courses of
study or teaching guides developed by
others because they have not had an
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